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Defaced - Week 103
God’s Coming Spiritual Revolution - Part 50
So how do spiritual longings retard the growth of Spiritual Desire? (continued)

Continued from the last issue:

God Is Love
And His Fatherhood of all mankind is both eternally exemplary & enwrapped
within the quintessence of Pure Love.
In considering when we humans produce offspring it becomes evident that our
parental love stands steadfast upon one common foundation.
It is universal amongst us & a fundamental attribute embedded within the
permanency of their belonging to us.
Being the deep 'eternal' awareness of total acceptance of our offspring.
Considering nothing else is so totally unchangeable & steadfast, it stands out as
astoundingly unique when compared to the rest of this life.
For nothing in this world is everlasting or 'eternal' for everything has a beginning
& an end, apart from our parentage.
Our human life will one day end along with marriage, but in stark contrast, our
parentage along with the bloodline of our ancestry can never change.
For it stands within the shadow of Pure Love's steadfast ACCEPTANCE
covering humanity thus marking the foundation of parenthood & family eternal.
Genesis 1:28a KJV
28a And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and
replenish the earth, and subdue it:

All parents know they began loving their children long before ever laying an eye
upon or wrapping an arm around their child.
What true parent awaits the arrival of their newborn child before ascertaining
if they are willing to receive the child.
For in the oneness of family they have come together as one to bring forth
another in their image with an intent of heart to love them at any cost.
On the news of pending birth, the 'common seed' of parental love is 'spiritually
enlivened' within them embodied within a foundational acceptance of the yet
unseen child.
For the steadfast unchangeable foundation of Parental Love is something
seeded in us that transcends our understanding & is separated from the fact of
how each parent outworks their love as a parent.
On arrival, conscious approval comes forth as adoption, with the new parents
taking up & making the child their own.
With the acceptance seeded in their heart now delivered, the love embodied
within that acceptance is now foundationally made manifest to the child.
In its fundamental essence a love so unique in this life, it far exceeds any human
ability to fully fathom or comprehend its deepest possibilities, capabilities or
power.
Its power is most evident in our steadfast 'knowing' that acceptance of our
offspring is absolute & cannot be revoked.
Then comes the physical outworking of a parent's love, where the carnality of life
can turn our perspective of approval into shifting sands.
For in living a relational existence with our children situations &
circumstance prevent steadfastly maintaining full approval due to either's
action or behaviour.
Anywhere from a slight annoyance to total loss can occur at any time.
However, approval may freely shift with circumstance but acceptance remains
solid.
For the acceptance that embodies Parental Love is true, therefore it cannot
shift in the manner approval does.
Reference: The Parable of the Lost Son. Luke 15:11-32

At its root, Parental Love is reserved exclusively for 'offspring', those made in our
likeness, the blood of our blood, the flesh of our flesh.
Its core is founded upon steadfast acceptance that produces secure assurance
that influences the knowledge & embrace of Love.
In hope that in turn, they might discover how to love others as they have come to
love themselves.
Matthew 19:19 KJV
19 Honour thy father and thy mother: and, Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.

Nevertheless, though the ability to love as a parent is founded upon & rooted in
the Power of Parental Love, its full potential in this world suffers diminishment &
constraint under the exercise of 'self'.
Every true parent is held in parental love's mysterious embrace, for who can fully
define what depths of love this kind of steadfast acceptance is possible of
reaching.
As parental love is embraced without question & held in such esteem universally,
it is natural for us to take 'ownership' of it, without questioning the fullness of its
origin.
We simply acknowledge that our parent's love established in us the need to be
loved, therefore, so we see it necessary to provide the same to the new
generations we produce.
For in having a love for self how could we not be like our parents, ready to accept
& love something created from the selves that we love?
For we saw that our emotional nurturing within unified familial love promoted a
conscious awareness of a secure assurance that only being loved & belonging
can bring.
In fact, we spend all our lives seeking & desiring to find where we can feel we
truly belong in the hope that total fulfilment awaits us there.
Our conscious minds are so very aware of it that our 'world' is founded upon the
pursuing & providing of so many things that stand in the shadow of it.
We see our fulfilment as central & essential for emotional stability & our very
being, so we seek to fill the 'void' we feel through every means that avails itself to
us.
And 'self' masquerades as being the way, as it blindly leads us even further away
from that which we are actually seeking.
A path that only reveals the subconscious security of the unchangeable love our
parents provided can rarely be equalled, much less expanded upon, in this world.
We become consumed in a conscious need to gain approval & acceptance of
those around us.
All in an effort to attain & maintain a sense of personal satisfaction and/or
emotional stability in the absence of any true, sustained fulfilment.
Only to discover that most forms of worldly love we seek are found not to be
underpinned by sure foundations such as our parents provided us.
For each one of us had only one set of parents & no matter what happens along
the path of our lives, they remain our parents.
An unchangeable fact like no other in this world as we know it!
We go on to discover that all forms of love we encounter, including the love we
give, is affected by the human condition of the concept of 'self'.
A concept that contaminates & eliminates perfectness from every form of human
love.
For each & every one of us at any given moment of time is capable of
confusing love of self with being in love with self by allowing entitlement to infest
us.
The truth is that even the outworking of parental love, on which our lives are
founded, cannot be unaffected by it!
From our perspective, it can be love that is true, but it can never be pure, as long
as any aspect of it is about oneself more than the object of our love.
Any degree of true love requires love first be given, then received, for is this not
how love found us at the beginning through parental love's essence.
The seed of love was given so freely by our parents, along with our receiving &
giving back love to them, completed our first 'circle' of love.
To reveal the first shadow of God's Pure Love for us.
For God Is Love!
For our soul knows very well that we were torn from Love's Hand as we
entered this world & the life set before us.
Psalm 139:13-16 NKJV [emphasis added]
13 For You formed my inward parts; You covered me in my mother’s womb.
14 I will praise You, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made; Marvelous are Your
works,
And that my soul knows very well.
15 My frame was not hidden from You, When I was made in secret,
And skillfully wrought in the lowest parts of the earth.
16 Your eyes saw my substance, being yet unformed. And in Your book they all
were written, The days fashioned for me, When as yet there were none of them.

With this Spiritual fact now far from our consciousness & laying dormant in our
soul, our first breath of life inherits the concept of self.
A concept, combined with our inherent need for love, finds us first seeking the
approval of others along with their acceptance before seeing ourselves worthy.
For early in life, through the love of our families, we experienced their approval &
acceptance of ourselves as being the fundamental aspect of our being loved.
We also come to see that keeping their approval & acceptance intact is crucial for
keeping the love for ourselves alive.
Yet within the flexibility of such relationships, self in us at times still tests the
limits of the tolerance such relationships produce.
This ultimately results in our greatest motivation to comply if something is against
our will for any reason, is the fear of rejection.
So we find we regard the approval of ourself & keeping it intact as a priority when
trying to widen our relationships throughout life.
For our sense of comfort & security in life relies upon the maintaining of
relationships as they are fundamental & essential to our worldly sense of love &
wellbeing.
Most of us started life being wrapped at varying degrees, within the comfort &
security of a family that cared for us & loved us as best they could.
But we all came to that place where like a baby eagle, we were thrown out of our
nest only to find we had to fly as best we could in this 'adult' world.
For our nesting days were over.
Only to find that the world teaches us in order to keep aloft we need to gain the
approval & acceptance of others.
In doing so, we can easily find ourselves employing one of a myriad of methods
& tactics to promote ourselves to gain an ever-widening base of approval &
acceptance.
We can produce facades, that we either hide behind or become entangled in, by
convincing ourselves, at differing levels of delusion, it's the reality of us.
And so we find ourselves being seekers of approval & acceptance, while
subconsciously tormented by the simple question of why can't I just be loved for
who I am?
Is it any wonder why so many of us highly value our families, for even in their
imperfection they can be such a place of refuge for us in this world.
All Glory to God for families!
Like everything of this earth, families are incapable of being perfect, & indeed
don't need to be.
For if a secure assurance of belonging can be provided founded upon the
steadfast acceptance of the parents then true love will be found embodied
therein.
For true love is embodied within any true acceptance, not approval.
We should know this because worldly love is like a bear hibernating in the
winter, it learns to sleep in coldness & come alive in warmth.
True love can only ever come alive when it arrives embodied within a true
acceptance.
For how many 'love affairs' have died upon the eventual realisation that a true
acceptance was never given, by one or both parties involved.
Or for that matter, in any worldly relationship, we can think of that failed.
For in such a case it leaves true love without hope of finding a rightful place in
which to embody itself.
For any 'love affair with love' or personal gain is actually a selfish preoccupation
with our own happiness, which can never enliven true mutual joy.
The very essence of true love necessitates first giving true acceptance granted
freely.
If responded to in kind, the love we each hold for giving knits itself together into
one love embodied within a framework of mutual acceptance.

But when we come marketing our 'love' looking for approval to give 'our'
acceptance we only steal, kill & destroy the full potential of any possible true
love.
Thank God for Grace that allowed the Blood of Jesus to be shed for the remission
of our sins.
Hebrews 9:22 KJV
22 And almost all things are by the law purged with blood; and without shedding of blood is no
remission.

In the Blessed Hope of our coming to love one another as He loved us.

John 13:34-35 New International Reader's Version (NIRV) Emphasis added.
34 “I give you a new command. Love one another.
You must love one another, just as I have loved you.
35 If you love one another, everyone will know you are my disciples.”

To Be Continued.

Love,
Mwesigwa
[Defaced - Week 104 follows next week]

Your prayers of unity with us for God's Provision are most welcome.
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